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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is large-scale by nature.
This is not only manifested by the large number of connected
devices, but also by the high volumes of traffic that must be
accommodated. Cellular networks are indeed a natural candidate
for the data tsunami the IoT is expected to generate in conjunc-
tion with legacy human-type traffic. However, the random access
process for scheduling request represents a major bottleneck to
support IoT via LTE cellular networks. Accordingly, this paper
develops a mathematical framework to model and study the
random access channel (RACH) scalability to accommodate IoT
traffic. The developed model is based on stochastic geometry and
discrete time Markov chains (DTMC) to account for different
access strategies and possible sources of inter-cell and intra-cell
interferences. To this end, the developed model is utilized to assess
and compare three different access strategies, which incorporate
a combination of transmission persistency, back-off, and power
ramping. The analysis and the results showcased herewith clearly
illustrate the vulnerability of the random access procedure as
the IoT intensity grows. Finally, the paper offers insights into
effective scenarios for each transmission strategy in terms of IoT
intensity and RACH detection thresholds.
Index Terms—IoT, LTE cellular networks, Stochastic geometry,
Markov chains
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to involve a
massive number of sensors, smart physical objects, machines,
vehicles, and devices that communicate together and/or con-
nect to the Internet [1]. Based on the IoT concept, a plethora
of emerging applications are being proposed including vehic-
ular communication, proximity services, autonomous driving,
public safety, massive sensors support, and smart cities appli-
cations [1]. However, the last mile wireless access represents
a fundamental challenge and a limiting performance obstacle
to realize IoT applications, especially for applications that
involve mobility. In this context, cellular networks stand out
of all other alternatives as a reliable, efficient, and ubiqui-
tous radio access network (RAN) to provide IoT last mile
connectivity [2]. Consequently, the next evolution of cellular
networks is not only envisioned to offer tangible performance
improvement in terms of data rate, network capacity, energy
efficiency, and latency, but also to support IoT applications.
In addition to serving the legacy users, the cellular network
should provide occasional Internet access for massive number
of connected things. In other words, the cellular infrastructure
should be able to accommodate unprecedented traffic levels
that are essentially a blend of human-type and machine-type
communications.
Although each IoT element (i.e., thing) may have low traffic
profile, the aggregate traffic generated from the IoT can be
overwhelming [2]–[4]. As a matter of fact, when the frame
inter-arrival time is large, the random access procedure is
typically invoked twice for each uplink frame to be transmitted
[4], [5]. The first corresponds to the transition from idle
(RRC IDLE) state to the connected (RRC CONNECTED)
state. The second step is associated with the need of the
device1 to send a scheduling request (SR) to the base station
[4], [5]. While some high-priority devices may be granted
permission to send SRs on given uplink resources, the vast
majority of devices are not synchronized and have to contend
on the RACH to request UL resources. This is specifically
true when the number of devices is quite large. While syn-
chronized devices encounter one random access process for
SR, unsynchronized devices encounter two random access
processes for synchronization and SR. This paper is concerned
with the study of the success of the random access procedure
irrespective of the actual state the device may be in.
The scalability of the LTE to accommodate the massive
RACH signaling, imposed by the IoT, via its current settings
is questionable. For instance, [3], [4] show that the default
LTE RACH access fails to support different IoT scenarios.
However, the studies in [3], [4] for LTE RACH performance
for IoT applications are confined to computationally complex
simulations. Therefore, there is an urge need to develop a
mathematical framework that parametrizes the RACH per-
formance in terms the network parameters, traffic intensity,
and IoT intensity. Such mathematical model is necessary
to understand the LTE random access behavior, when the
devices intensity scales, in order to pinpoint bottlenecks and
draw legitimate conclusions about the RACH performance. In
this context, stochastic geometry can be exploited to develop
rigorous mathematical frameworks to conduct such scalability
studies in the context of IoT. Stochastic geometry is powerful
mathematical tool that is able to incorporate large-scale spatial
randomness, which is intrinsic in IoT, along with other sources
of uncertainties that emerge in wireless networks into tractable
analysis [6], [7].
By virtue of stochastic geometry, several models are de-
veloped to characterize the performance of cellular networks,
see [6] for a survey. However, the RACH performance of
LTE is not yet modeled, especially in the presence of massive
number of access attempts, as in the case of IoT. Note that
the uplink normal data transmission models that exist in the
literature (e.g., [8], [9]) cannot be directly generalized to
capture the RACH access performance in IoT environments for
three reasons. First, the uplink data transmission is coordinated
via the base station (BS) such that no intra-cell interference
1Throughout this paper user equipment (UEs) and IoT elements are referred
to as devices.
exist. On the other hand, the RACH channel access is uncoor-
dinated and random, which may lead to intra-cell interference
in addition to the inter-cell interference. Second, the RACH
access scheme has different power control and back-off states
that are not present in the regular data transmission mode.
Finally, the massive number of simultaneous access attempts,
that may take place in IoT scenarios, may lead to inter-cell
interference with multiple interferers per BS.
This paper develops a mathematical model, based on
stochastic geometry and discrete time Markov chains (DTMC),
for LTE RACH access performance for IoT applications.
While stochastic geometry accounts for the spatial intra and
inter-cell sources of interference, the DTMC models the dif-
ferent RACH access schemes that are used by the devices.
Particularly, we model three different types of RACH access
schemes that offer different tradeoffs between transmission
persistency, random back-off coordination, and power ramp-
ing. The main performance metrics considered are the “RACH
transmission failure probability and the “average waiting time
for RACH success”. The developed model is then used to
assess and compare the performance of the aforementioned
RACH access schemes, which are defined by the LTE stan-
dard [5]. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first
paper to develop a mathematical model for the LTE RACH
access for IoT applications in large scale environment.
The results show that each RACH scheme has its own effec-
tive operation scenario to minimize the average waiting time
for RACH access. At low device intensity, the average time
for RACH access is minimized via the baseline scheme and
power ramping scheme at, respectively, low and high signal-to-
interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) thresholds. Particularly,
at 0 dB SINR threshold and intensity of 64 device/BS, the
power ramping technique reduces the average waiting time by
56% when compared to the back-off scheme. Which shows
that back-off scheme imposes unnecessary delay in case of
low device intensity. As the intensity of devices starts to
grow, prioritizing devices which encounter failures with power
ramping is sufficient to minimize the average waiting time at
moderate intensity and moderate SINR thresholds. However,
the back-off scheme becomes crucial as the intensity or SINR
threshold scales. That is, back-off becomes necessary to relief
RACH congestion, maintains acceptable RACH transmission
success probability, and hence, minimize the average waiting
time for RACH success. For instance, the back-off scheme
shows a reduction of 65% and 99% in the average waiting
time for RACH success at 0 dB SINR threshold when com-
pared to the power ramping scheme at 256 devices/BS and
512 devices/BS, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the
results are obtained for BS intensity of 3 BSs/km2 assuming
the typical 64 orthogonal RACH sequences per BS. Hence,
the aforementioned 64, 256, and 512 devices/BS intensities
correspond to 192, 768, and 1536 devices/km2, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Network and Propagation Models
We consider a single-tier cellular network where the BSs
are spatially distributed in R2 according to a homogeneous
Poisson point process (PPP) Ψ = {xk; k = 1, 2, 3, ....} with
intensity λ. The devices are spatially distributed in R2 via an
independent PPP Φ = {ui; i = 1, 2, 3, ....} with intensity U .
Without loss of generality, all BSs are assumed to have an
open access policy, and hence, each of the devices is assumed
to request Internet access from its nearest BS.
A general power-law path-loss model is considered where
the signal power decays at a rate r−η with the propagation
distance r, where η > 2 is the path-loss exponent. In addition
to the path-loss attenuation, all the channel gains are assumed
to be independent of each other, independent of the spatial
locations, and are identically distributed (i.i.d). For analysis,
Rayleigh fading is considered, and hence, the channel power
gains (h) are exponentially distributed and with unity mean.
B. RACH Access Scheme
To request channel access, each device randomly and in-
dependently transmits its request on one of the available
prime-length Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences defined by the LTE
physical random access channel (PRACH) preamble [5]. It is
assumed that the intensity of the IoT is high enough such that
there are multiple active devices in each BS using the same
Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence to request resource allocations
[5]. Without loss of generality, we assume that all BSs have
the same number of ZC sequences, different ZC codes are
orthogonal2, and that the devices interfering on the same ZC
code constitute a PPP Φ˜ ⊆ Φ with intensity U˜ = T U
nZ
, where
T is the probability of transmission and nZ is the number of
available ZC sequences.
All of the devices use full inversion power control with
threshold ρ. That is, each device controls its transmit power
such that the average signal power received at the correspond-
ing serving BS is equal to a predefined power value ρ, which
is assumed to be the same for all the BSs. It is assumed
the BSs are dense enough such that each of the devices can
invert its path loss towards the closest BS almost surely, so
the maximum transmit power of the UEs is not a binding
constraint for the RACH access. Extension to RACH access
with fractional power control and adding a maximum power
constraint can be done by following the methodologies in [9]
and [10], respectively. Upon RACH access failure, the ZC
code selection is repeated and the device follow one of the
following three schemes:
1) Baseline scheme: The device keep sending the RACH
request with the same power control threshold ρ.
2) Power ramping scheme: The device increases its power
control threshold in each RACH access attempt to increase the
success probability until the maximum allowable threshold ρM
is reached. Let ρm be the used power control threshold at the
mth access attempt, then the power ramping strategy enforces
ρ1 < ρ2 < · · · < ρm < · · · < ρM . Upon RACH success, the
device repeats the same strategy starting from the initial power
control threshold ρ1. A schematic diagram for the device states
in the power ramping scheme is shown in Fig. 1, where pm
is the RACH access failure probability given that the device
is using the power control threshold ρm.
2That is, the BSs are dense enough such that all the sequences are generated
from cyclic shifts of a single root sequence.
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Fig. 1: DTMC for the power ramping scheme for a device
where each state represents the power control threshold used
by the IoT element.
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Fig. 2: DTMC for the back-off scheme, where T denotes the
transmission state, B1, B2, · · · , BN denote the deterministic
back-off states, and W denotes that random back-off state.
3) Back-off scheme: The device goes for a deterministic
back-off state for N time slots followed by a probabilistic
back-off state with probability 1 − q. The selected back-off
scheme is general to capture deterministic back-off only by
setting q = 1, random back-off only by setting N = 0, and
generic combinations of both deterministic and random back-
off states by setting N > 1 and q < 1. A schematic diagram
for the device states in the back-off scheme is shown in Fig. 2,
where p is the RACH access failure probability.
It is worth mentioning that the baseline schemes is a special
case of the power ramping scheme (i.e., by setting M = 1) and
also a special case of back-off scheme (i.e., by setting N = 0
and q = 1). Hence, the baseline scheme is used as a benchmark
for both schemes to quantify the values of power ramping and
transmission back-off on the network performance.
C. Performance Metrics and Modeling Methodology
We consider two main performance metrics to assess the
RACH access in LTE enabled IoT network, namely, the
probability of RACH access failure in each time slot, denoted
by p, and the expected waiting time for the RACH success,
denoted by D. Both performance metrics are functions of the
received SINR at each transmission attempt. Specifically, the
expected waiting time for RACH success can be expressed as
D = 1
(1− p)T (1)
where T is the probability that a device is transmitting on the
RACH channel and p is the probability of RACH transmission
failure. The probability of RACH transmission failure is given
by
p = P
{
Υ(U˜) < θ
}
(2)
where Υ(U˜) is the SINR given that U˜ device per unit area are
transmitting on the same RACH ZC sequence, and θ is the
SINR threshold defined for correct signal recovery.
To assess the RACH performance, we first characterize the
intra-cell and inter-cell interference on a test device using a
typical ZC sequence. Both types of interference are charac-
terized via the Laplace Transform (LT) of their probability
density functions (PDFs). By virtue of the PPP and the uni-
form random selection of the ZC, all devices experience i.i.d
interferences. Then, the obtained LTs are used to derive RACH
transmission failure probability. The transmission probability
for the baseline scheme is trivially equal to one. However,
the transmission probabilities for each of the power ramping
and back-off schemes should be obtained through the steady
state probabilities of the DTMCs shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
respectively. Note that both the power ramping scheme and the
back-off scheme involve a causality problem. This is because
the transmission probability T and RACH transmission failure
probability p are both unknown and are mutually dependent
as can be inferred from (1) and (2) along with Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2. To overcome this causality problem we employ an
iterative technique that involve the closed form expressions
for the RACH transmission failure probability and the steady
state probabilities of the DTMCs.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
For the sake of organized presentation, we divide this
section into three parts corresponding to each RACH access
scheme.
A. Baseline Scheme
The transmission probability of the baseline scheme is T =
1. The RACH transmission failure probability in the baseline
scheme can be expressed in terms of the LT of the aggregate
interferences as:
p = P
{
ρh
σ2 + IIntra + IInter < θ
}
(a)
= 1− exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρ
}
LIInter
(
θ
ρ
)
LIIntra
(
θ
ρ
)
(3)
where h is the intended channel gain, IIntra is the intra-cell
interference, IInter is the inter-cell interference, σ2 is the
noise power, and LX(·) denotes the LT of the PDF of X .
Note that (a) in (3) follows from the exponential distribution
of h [6]. From (3), the RACH transmission failure probability
is characterized via the following theorem
Theorem 1. The RACH transmission failure probability in the
baseline scheme is given by (4), where 2F1(.) is the Gauss
hypergeometric function, P = cλ
cλ+U˜
and c = 3.575 is a
constant related to the approximate PDF of the PPP voronoi
cell in R2.
Proof: See Appendix A.
A special case of interest is for η = 4, which is a typical
path loss exponent for urban outdoor environment, is given by
p≈1−
(P(1 + θ)
P + θ
)c
exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρ
− U˜
√
θ arctan
√
θ
λ
}
(5)
p ≈ 1−
(P(1 + θ)
P + θ
)c
exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρ
− 2θU˜
(η − 2)λ 2F1 (1, 1− 2/η, 2− 2/η,−θ)
}
(4)
The expression in (5) gives the RACH transmission failure
probability in terms of the elementary arctan function instead
of the computationally complex Gauss hypergeometric func-
tion.
From Theorem (1), the average waiting time for RACH
transmission success is given by D = 11−p .
B. Power Ramping Scheme
The power ramping scheme is more involved than the base-
line scheme due to the state dependent RACH transmission
failure probabilities along with the causality problem imposed
by the dependence between the RACH transmission status
(i.e., success or failure) and the interference. Let Φ˜i ⊆ Φ˜ be the
set of interfering devices transmitting with the power control
threshold ρi, then the state dependent RACH transmission
failure probability can be expressed as
pm = P


ρmh
σ2 +
M∑
i=1
I(i)Intra +
M∑
i=1
I(i)Inter
< θ


(a)≈ 1− exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρm
} M∏
i=1
L
I
(i)
Inter
(
θ
ρm
)
L
I
(i)
Intra
(
θ
ρm
)
(6)
where I(i)Intra and I(i)Inter are the intra-tier and inter-tier in-
terferences from the devices in Φ˜i, respectively. Note that
(a) in (6) follows from the exponential distribution of h and
assuming that the point processes Φ˜i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}
are mutually independent PPPs. The intensity of each point
process Φ˜i is given by U˜i = x[i]U˜ , where x[i] is the ith element
in the steady state probability vector obtained from solving the
power ramping DTMC in Fig.1. It is worth mentioning that
the power ramping DTMC in Fig.1 is irreducible, ergodic, and
finite. Hence, the steady state probabilities exist [11].
The steady state probabilities of the power ramping DTMC
can be obtained by solving the system of linear equations
xP = x and xT e = 1 (7)
where x is the vector of the steady state probabilities, e is
the vector of ones of length M , (·)T denotes the transpose
operator, and P is the steady state transmission matrix given
by
P =


1− p1 p1 0 0 · · · 0
1− p2 0 p2 0 · · · 0
1− p3 0 0 p3 · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1− pM−1 0 0 0 0 pM−1
1− pM 0 0 0 0 pM


(8)
Using (6), (7), and (8), the RACH transmission failure is
characterized in the following theorem
Theorem 2. For a given steady state probability vector x, the
average RACH transmission failure probability in the power
ramping scheme is given by
p =
M∑
m=1
x
[m]pm (9)
where pm is obtained by solving (10), Pk = cλcλ+U˜k , Uk =
x
[k]U˜ , and c = 3.575. The steady state probability x for the
power ramping scheme is obtained via the following algorithm
Algorithm 1 Computation of x for the power ramping scheme
Initialize x(0) (e.g., with equiprobable states ).
while max |x(i)− x(i− 1)| ≥ ǫ do
1- Calculate pm, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} using x(i− 1) and
(10).
2- Update P in (8) with pm, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}.
3- Obtain x(i) by solving (7).
end
return x← x(i).
Proof: See Appendix B.
A special case of interest is for η = 4, which is a typical
path loss exponent for urban outdoor environment, is given by
(11) where the Gauss hypergeometric function reduces to the
elementary arctan function.
From Theorem (2), the average waiting time for RACH
transmission success is given by D = 11−p .
C. Back-off Scheme
Different from the baseline and power ramping scheme, the
back-off scheme is a more conservative transmission scheme,
where some of the devices stop transmission and go into back-
off states to relief the congestion on the RACH channel. From
the back-off DTMC shown in Fig. 2, it is clear that only
the devices in state T are the transmitting devices. Without
loss of generality, we let the T to be the first element in the
steady state probability vector x followed by the N back-off
slots and finally the probabilistic back-off state. Hence, the
intensity of simultaneously active devices is x[0]U˜ . The RACH
transmission failure probability in the back-off scheme can be
expressed as
p = 1− exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρ
}
LIInter
(
θ
ρ
)
LIIntra
(
θ
ρ
)
(12)
where IIntra and IInter are the intra-tier and inter-tier
interferences from the devices in the transmission state (i.e.,
not in back-off). The probability of being in the transmission
mode x[0] is obtained from solving the back-off DTMC in
Fig. 2, which is irreducible, ergodic, and finite. Hence, its
steady state probabilities exist [11].
pm ≈ 1− exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρm
} M∏
k=1

Pk
(
1 +
(
θρk
ρm
))
Pk +
(
θρk
ρm
)


c
exp
{
− 2U˜k
λ(η − 2)
(
θρk
ρm
)
2F1
(
1, 1− 2/η, 2− 2/η,−
(
θρk
ρm
))}
,
(10)
pm
η=4≈ 1− exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρm
} M∏
k=1

Pk
(
1 +
(
θρk
ρm
))
Pk +
(
θρk
ρm
)


c
exp
{
−U˜k
λ
√
θρk
ρm
arctan
(√
θρk
ρm
)}
(11)
The steady state probabilities of back-off DTMC can be
obtained by solving the system of linear equations in (7) but
with the following probability transition matrix
P =


1− p p 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 1 · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 0 0 0 1
q 0 0 0 0 1− q


(13)
Using (7), (12), and (13), the RACH transmission failure
probability is characterized in the following theorem
Theorem 3. For a given steady state probability vector x, the
average RACH transmission failure probability in the back-off
scheme is given by (14), where PB = cλ
cλ+ ˜x[0]U
, UB = x[0]U˜ ,
and c = 3.575. The steady state probability x for the back-off
scheme is obtained via the following algorithm
Algorithm 2 Computation of x for the back-off scheme
Initialize x(0) (e.g., x[0] = 1 ).
while max |x(i)− x(i− 1)| ≥ ǫ do
1- Calculate p using x(i − 1) and (14).
2- Update P in (13) with p.
3- Obtain x(i) by solving (7).
end
return x← x(i).
Proof: Similar to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
A special case of interest is for η = 4, which is a typical
path loss exponent for urban outdoor environment, is given by
p≈1−
(PB(1 + θ)
PB + θ
)c
exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρ
− U˜B
√
θ arctan
√
θ
λ
}
(15)
From Theorem (3), the average waiting time for RACH
transmission success for the back-off scheme is given by
D = 1
x
[0](1−p)
.
The design parameters N and q in the back-off scheme
impose a trade off between the interference level and trans-
mission probability on the RACH. Selecting a large N or small
q lead to a conservative spectrum access (i.e., low x[0]) with
high transmission success probability (i.e., high (1− p)), and
vice versa. Hence, the selection of N and q are crucial to
balance this tradeoff. The optimal values of N and q can be
obtained by solving the following optimization problem
minimize
N,q
D = 1
x[0](1− p)
subject to N ∈ Z
0 ≤ q ≤ 1
(16)
Due to space constraints, techniques for solving (16) is out of
the scope of this paper. Hence, (16) is solved via exhaustive
search.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS & SIMULATIONS
At first we compare the proposed analysis with independent
system level simulations for the baseline, power ramping, and
back-off schemes. The values of N and q in the back-off
scheme are obtained via (16) for every θ. In the power ramping
scheme, the values of ρm are chosen to vary from −90 dBm to
−70 dBm with 4 dBm resolution. In the simulation scenarios
we consider a PPP cellular network over a 100 km2 area.
Devices are distributed according to an independent PPP and
each device associates to its closest BS. The devices employ
channel inversion power control. The collected statistics are
taken for devices located within 1 km from the origin to
avoid the edge effects. Unless otherwise stated, we choose
U˜ = 3, 12, and 24 device/km2/ZC-sequence, λ = 3 BS/km2 ,
η = 4, ρ = −90 dBm, σ2 = −90 dBm, and −20 ≤ θ ≤ 0 dB.
Fig. 3 depicts the results for the RACH transmission failure
probability while Fig. 4 shows the average waiting time for
RACH transmission success for each scheme. It is worthwhile
to note first the close fit between analysis and simulation as per
Fig. 3, which validates the developed mathematical framework.
For insightful conclusions, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 should be
considered jointly. While one scheme may be favorable from
the RACH transmission failure probability perspective, it may
be invoking too much delay to attain such a good RACH
transmission failure probability, and hence, shall have adverse
impact on the average waiting time for RACH transmission
success. As such, there are three key takeaway messages
from the presented results. At low SINR thresholds and/or
low intensity, it is better to transmit persistently whenever
a packet exists. The power ramping scheme only results in
excessive interference in the network therefore increasing the
RACH transmission failure probability. For moderate SINR
values and/or device intensities, it is actually better to ramp
up power so as to prioritize devices which already experienced
RACH transmission failures. In comparison, back-off imposes
unnecessary delays that increase the average waiting time
p ≈ 1−
(PB(1 + θ)
PB + θ
)c
exp
{
−σ
2θ
ρ
− 2θU˜B
(η − 2)λ 2F1 (1, 1− 2/η, 2− 2/η,−θ)
}
(14)
for the RACH transmission success. Finally, at high SINR
region and/or intensities, the interference obviously becomes
overwhelming. Accordingly, this is the effective scenario for
the back-off scheme where devices should take some idle time
before reattempting to access in order to relief RACH con-
gestion. Consequently, interference levels are relaxed, RACH
transmission failure probability is reduced while providing a
better average waiting time for RACH transmission success.
The optimum values for the back-off parameters are re-
ported in Table I. A zero value for N means that a RACH
failure is immediately followed by a transition to a random
waiting state, as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, q = 1 implies
an immediate transitions to the transmit state rather than back-
off. It is obvious from Table I that at low device intensity,
the combination N = 0 and q = 1 prevails regardless of
the threshold θ. The intuition is that with a low number of
connections, persistent transmission attempts is simply the best
strategy. As the device intensity grows, persistent transmission
is only effective at low SINR thresholds. On the other hand,
when the device intensity and θ grow, the optimum values
for N and q increases and decreases, respectively, which
implies that back-off becomes crucial for network operation.
In other words, devices need to back-off for at least N time
slots followed by a randomized spectrum coordination with
probability q before they attempt to transmit again. This is
necessary to relief the congestion and reduce the interference
in the network to maintain an acceptable RACH transmission
success probability and waiting time.
An interesting observation from Figure 3 and Table I is that
at high device intensity (i.e., U˜ = 24) and SINR thresholds, the
optimal values of N and q maintains a similar RACH trans-
mission failure probability to the moderate intensity scheme
(i.e., U˜ = 12). This behavior offloads the access delay from
the uncontrollable transmission failures to the controllable
back-off coordination/contention order to minimize the overall
average waiting time for RACH success.
Despite that the random back-off scheme outperforms the
baseline and power ramping schemes at high intensities, Fig. 4
shows significant degradation in the average waiting time for
the back-off scheme as the intensity increases, which confirms
the vulnerability of the LTE RACH to support the massive IoT
traffic. Hence, novel scalable solutions for RACH access and
resource allocations in LTE enabled IoT networks are required,
which will be the focus of our future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces a tractable stochastic geometry model
to study random access in LTE networks. The prime focus
is to apply the model in the context of IoT where massive
numbers of devices with accordingly huge traffic volumes
need to be accommodated. The model is used to assess and
contrast three key access schemes, namely baseline, power
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TABLE I: Optimum Values for Back-off Parameters
Device intensity (U˜ ) SINR threshold (θ) # back-off slots (N ) back-off probability (q)
3 UEs / km2
−10 dB 0 1
−6 dB 0 1
−2 dB 0 1
12 UEs / km2
−10 dB 0 1
−6 dB 0 1
−2 dB 2 .91
24 UEs / km2
−10 dB 0 1
−6 dB 2 .87
−2 dB 6 .69
ramping, and back-off schemes. Closed form expressions for
the RACH transmission success probability are obtained in
terms of the devices states, in which the device states are
obtained by solving scheme dependent discrete time Markov
chains. The results clearly suggest that persistent transmission
(i.e. baseline scheme) is preferable at relatively low device
intensities and/or low detection thresholds. As the intensity
and/or threshold grows, it is shown that the power ramping
scheme becomes favorable to be then knocked out by the
back-off scheme, which offers the lowest local delay at high
intensities and/or detection thresholds. For instance, at 0 dB
SINR detection threshold, 64 orthogonal sequences per BS,
and 3 BSs/km2, the back-off scheme offers 65% and 99%
RACH access delay reduction when compared to the power
ramping scheme for 768 and 1536 devices/km2 (i.e., 256 and
512 devices/BS), respectively.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
To evaluate the interference experienced by a device, we
find the Laplace Transform(LT) of the aggregate intra-cell
interference along with the inter-cell interference. Note that
the nearest BS association and the employed power control
enforce the following two conditions; (i) the intra-cell inter-
ference from an interfering device is equal to ρ, and (ii) the
inter-cell interference from any interfering device is strictly
less that ρ. Approximating the set of interfering devices by a
PPP with independent transmit powers, the aggregate inter-cell
interference received at the BS is obtained as:
IInter =
∑
ui∈Φ\{o}
1{Pi‖ui‖
−η<ρ}Pihi ‖ ui ‖−η (17)
The Laplace Transform of (17) is obtained as:
LIInter (s) = exp

−2pi U˜ s 2η EP
[
P
2
η
] ∞∫
(sρ)
−1
η
y
yη + 1
dy

 .
(18)
The LT is obtained by using the probability generating function
(PGFL) of the PPP [7] and following [8], where Ex[.] is the
expectation with respect to the random variable x , the Laplace
Transform is obtained by substituting the value of EP
[
P
2
η
]
from [Lemma 1, [8]].
The Intra-cell interference conditioned on the number of
neighbors is given by:
IIntra|N =
N∑
n=1
ρh (19)
The Laplace Transform of (19) is obtained as:
LIIntra|N (s) = E[e−sI ]
=
1
(1 + sρ)N
(20)
By considering that there is only Inter-cell interference
when the number of neighbors in the cell is 0, and both of
inter-cell and intra-cell interference otherwise, and decondi-
tioning on the distribution N which is found in [12] we can
write equation (3) as follows:
1− exp
{
−
σ2θ
ρ
}
LIInter
(
θ
ρ
)[
P {N = 0}+
∞∑
n=1
P {N = n}
(1 + sρ)n
]
(21)
after some manipulations, (4) in Theorem 1 is obtained.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
The intra-cell interference in this case is:
IIntra =
M∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
ρkh (22)
while the inter-cell interference is:
IInter =
M∑
k=1
∑
ui∈Φ\{o}
1{Pik‖ui‖−η<ρk}Pikhi ‖ ui ‖−η (23)
using the same procedure in the proof of Theorem 1, and the
total probability theorem, (9) is obtained.
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